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Rose-Tu is in the middle of her 22-month pregnancy at the Oregon
Zoo.
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Oregon transportation officials
are used to scheduling noisy,
earth-shaking roadwork so that
it doesn't disturb salmon and
peregrine falcons.

But pregnant elephants?

That was a new challenge for
engineers and planners
mapping out the best way to
repave U.S. 26 from
Portland's Sylvan
interchange to Interstate
405 this summer

(http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/REGION1/26Pres_SylvanI405/).

When Oregon Zoo elephant curator Bob Lee heard of the Department of
Transportation's plan to rev up the project in June, he raised a caution flag on Rose-
Tu's behalf.

Rose-Tu, an Asian elephant at the Oregon Zoo, is pregnant and due to give birth in
December. Some of the heaviest construction on U.S. 26 near the zoo will happen
during a critical period in the elephant's 22-month gestation period.

Elephants, Lee said, "are so tuned into the environment that they'll feel the vibrations
in their feet and they have great hearing. We need to be careful."

ODOT said it has worked out a construction plan designed to "acclimate" Rose-Tu to
the ruckus and make sure heavy machinery is at the furthest point possible when her
calf is born.

With the annual break in Oregon's stormy weather, crews are scheduled to work on 36
major projects slated for Northwest Oregon's summer road construction season.

They run the gamut, from a new
Glencoe Road bridge over the
Sunset Highway near Hillsboro
to repaving a section of Oregon
213 at South Spangler Road
near Oregon City.

Download the complete
ODOT map of Northwest
Oregon 2012 construction
projects

Oregon Zoo's pregnant elephant makes ODOT's busy
road construction season a little wilder
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In the commuting wilderness, the rehabilitation of Interstate 5 from Holladay
Street to the Marquam Bridge near the Rose Quarter
(http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/REGION1/I5Holladay/index.shtml) -
- with up to five full weekend closures in one direction or another starting in June as
well as weeknight closures – will be the most stressful for motorists.

But the 2.2-mile repaving of the Sunset Highway near the zoo is the only project
requiring "special accommodations for the neighborhood" due to Rose-Tu's pregnancy.

"We knew she was expecting," said ODOT spokesman Don Hamilton, "but we were not
aware of the impact that the noise and vibrations might have until the zoo brought it
up."

Although the Oregon Zoo has one of North America's most successful elephant-
breeding programs, stillbirths and deaths shortly after birth are prevalent in captivity.

The trick is to grind, repave and stripe one of the state's busiest highways without
stressing out Rose-Tu.

ODOT has promised the zoo that the $4.8 million paving, set for both directions of U.S.
26, will begin in the eastbound lanes. "The eastbound lanes are furthest from the zoo,"
Hamilton said. "This will allow Rose-Tu to grow accustomed to the noise."

What's more, between Nov. 1 and Feb 28, 2013, no work will be allowed in a nearly
mile-long "buffer" zone near the zoo, ODOT said. 

So, essentially, workers and machinery will gradually move toward the zoo and then
move away. 

Rose-Tu gave birth to a calf, Samudra, in August 2008 and Lee is confident her second
delivery will go smoothly. "We just need to put a lot of cushion on each side of the
birth," he said.

This two-mile stretch of highway was last repaved in 1994 and is severely rutted, ODOT
said. The paving project will require nighttime lane and ramp closures.

Meanwhile, the one-mile Holladay-Marquam project on I-5 will provide a much-
needed  face lift to the deteriorated pavement along the freeway as well as repair
shoulders and joints. Sections of the I-5 pavement will get a half-inch diamond grind to
"reduce wheel ruts and improve the driving experience," ODOT said.

The I-5 project starts in July, with the first full weekend closure of the southbound
lanes set for July 13 through 15.

--Joseph Rose (mailto:jrose@oregonian.com)     
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This comment was posted on another article. This story is also being discussed in the
comments here: In the big business of elephants, breeding is a key issue, Oregon Zoo finds
(http://oregonlive.com/portland/index.ssf/2012/12/post_303.html)

i am sure Max that you did not reed the Seattle times article that charts Packy's
inbreeding then you will know what i say is true-- The free way, or the max line should
be no where near a elephant exhibit if BOB Lee was so concerned about construction
noise during Rose Tu's pregnancy gee all the noise causes stress--which is actually
what you are showing Max--Packy will do fine in a new enclosure --he deserves to feel
grass and explore --only people who profit from his captivity will deny his freedom
after 50 years in isolation. And no of your snarky rude comments can erase that fact
that Packy has been alone for 50 years--you do not do that to a social intelligent ,
tactile animal and claim you love him. I am not feeling it.  
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LizVeggie (http://connect.oregonlive.com/user/LisaVeggie/index.html)
2 june 2012, 1:28:30 pm aest
(http://blog.oregonlive.com/commuting/2012/05/oregon_zoos_pregnant_elephant.html/post/2012-
06-02/20781160)

It's June 1st; I, and the elephants, are being subjected to our first zoo concert of the
season--it's "Zoo Brew" night! Only 16 more concerts to go, and that's not counting
the numerous "extra" concerts.

 
 
Last year, the decibel level registered 76 on my deck, a couple of miles away. Curator
Bob Lee is correct that elephants have sensitive hearing, and that they sense
vibrations through their feet. The zoo has lost sight of it's purpose; the Oregonian
reporter has also.
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Elephants, Lee said, "are so tuned into the environment that they'll feel the vibrations
in their feet and they have great hearing. We need to be careful." I have to wonder why
this advice wasn't heeded when the MAX line was built above the zoo. Don't the
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elephants feel that vibration as well? And how about the loud music all summer long?
Rose Tu may be extra sensitive now, but all the elephants are feeling the vibrations
every week at the zoo all summer long--and it sounds like this project will extend
through the summer, so then they will be subject to that as well as the loud music. I
am glad there is at least some sensitivity towards Rose-Tu, but the fact remains that
the elephants have been suffering from excessive noise and cramped conditions for
years. It is time for the zoo to honor the intent of the bond measure and release them
to a preserve that we voted for in 2008. People say they care about the elephants and
flock in by the thousands on Packy's birthday, so how about showing that care by
urging the zoo to do what is the most compassionate thing by giving them the space
they need-- free of constant human noise.
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thanks for the laugh!
 
the concerts, construction of the new orang/gibbon and cat exhibits and the [former]
dino exhibit which included a T-rex roaring 2X per minute, would produce as much
noise as the road project.
 
what will prove a greater joke will be if the zoo builds a new service road around the
new cat exhibits [or "habitats" in PR lingo] on the side of the hill above the freeway.
doesn't the current zoo director know of the landslides of 1996? 
 
and thinking of those dear fragile animals, see what a sound check in the caracal
holding area is during a premium concert. this was brought to the attention of zoo
management when the mother cat was about to deliver. 
 
"just monitor the situation" was the response from the curator.
 
it's almost funny except that there are lives in the balance. 
 
but for the zoo it's another advertisement, just don't look too close for the rest of the
story.
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Golly, this must mean the zoo's going to cancel their loud concerts because of the
vibrations and noise from drums, bass, etc., right?

 
 
No?

 
 
Then they're just blowing B.S. and slowing construction for no damn reason.
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Its not BS.....they dont have concerts in December. I can understand making her
comfortable at the end of her 22 month long pregnancy.

 
 
Its not "no damn reason".....how rude!
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when is the elephant due to have her calf?
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Joseph Rose, The Oregonian
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From the story:
 
"Rose-Tu, an Asian elephant at the Oregon Zoo, is pregnant and due to give
birth in December."
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WTH? Now the elephants get a reasonable accomodation. ODOT should be sending a
bill to the zoo on behalf of the taxpayers for all this work schedule adjustment.
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HappyCamper
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Severely rutted, huh? I wonder where that came from. What became of the one guy's
effort to ban studded tires?
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Although some may consider the whole idea unimportant...or even nonsense...it's nice
to see that these two governmental agencies are working together to deal with a
situation that neither of them can really control. Hopefully everything works well for
them...and for the expectant mother too.

 
 
Thanks to ODOT for caring.
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